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time strategy combat. Call of Duty 4 MW is now available
on PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360.Q: Linking to a previous

Question - Database Design For A Review System I have
to design a homework review database for one of my

assignments. I understand how to create a database, but
I'm completely lost with the review process I need to

create. Here's the intended set up: Users User Email User
First Name User Last Name HW's HWID Subject Question
Text Answer Text User ID Date User Reviews Review 1

Review 2 Review 3 ... Review 20 Review Question Totals
Question #1 Reviewed Question #2 Reviewed Question

#3 Reviewed ... Question #20 Reviewed So it goes
through each HW and their respective Users and build a
database of reviews given to that particular HW with the
given user. And, of course, at the end of the review, the

student is given the option to review their work and
optionally pass, fail, skip, etc. It's been suggested that I
write a query to loop through the 20 Question TOTALS

and link their row to the ones that related to the
particular HW and User, but I feel like there has to be a
better way. I was thinking something along the lines of
select * from HWs w join user u on w.userid = u.userid

where w.hwid = x and u.id = x But this would only
account for the related User, and not the total HW with
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that User. I'm not quite sure where to go with this and I'd
love some clarification to my wrong thinking. A: Ah, no.
That's the data. You have one User for each question.

Users User Email User First Name User Last Name HW's
HWID Subject Question Text Answer Text User ID
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